DIRECTIONS TO TRIM AS HANGING SYSTEMS STEEL CABLE WITHOUT FRAYING END

Protect work area from spills. Make certain all cable surfaces to which glue will be applied are clean and dry.

1. Remove child-proof lid (Canada). Remove one tube and nozzle from container and restore lid, reserving balance of Super Glue tubes for future use.
2. Using a marking pen, make a mark on the cable where you will cut. Repeat on each cable that needs to be trimmed.
3. While mark dries, apply self-penetrating nozzle to Super Glue tube. Do not apply pressure to tube as glue will immediately release.
4. Apply one or two drops of glue to the mark on each cable to be trimmed.
5. Allow the glue to dry for 5 – 10 minutes.
6. Super Glue tube is a single use container and should be disposed properly. Keep from reach of children.
7. Use cable cutter to cut cable on the earlier mark. Cable should not fray.

NOTE: This glue should not be applied to Styrofoam, foam rubber, polyethylene or polypropylene plastics. Cables with glue applied should not be placed in an oven.

CAUTION: BONDS TO SKIN INSTANTLY. Do not get in eyes or mouth or on skin. Keep out of reach from children. FIRST AID TREATMENT: Contains ethyl cyanoacrylate. Eyelid bonding: SEE A DOCTOR. Skin bonding: soak in water and call a Poison Control Center. DO NOT force apart.